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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to explores the effect of humidity on measure-
ments of ensemble averaged surface normal impedance of material by means of pressure-
velocity sensor (pu-sensor). Historically there has been a lack of particle velocity probe,
nowadays the Microflown can perform the particle velocity measurement directly and
a pu-sensor can be realized. The probe consists of a pressure microphone and a par-
ticle velocity microphone. Although widely recognized in acoustical applications and
extensive research has been carried out on the probe, there is insufficient information
available related to the pu-sensor stability and consistency during practical use. Hence,
there are still calls for extensive experiments to examine the sensor consistency and
adaptation through variation of calibration, in-situ application, diverse environmental
conditions and other factors those might effecting the sensor sensitivity.
On this thesis focuses on ways to assess the role of relative humidity plays
on to pu-sensor and to understanding why the relative humidity condition influences
the measurement of absorption coefficient by using pu-sensor. This research follows an
experimental study and simulation design. In a reverberation room where the relative
humidity was controlled from 35 % to 60 % with a 5 % step, i.e. six humidity lev-
els, both the EA-method measurement and calibration were conducted using two sets
of pu-sensor. In the calibrations, correction values of transfer function between pres-
sure and particle-velocity were measured. The measurements and calibrations were
conducted repeatedly over a period of about a year. Ensemble averaged impedances
(EA-impedance) were calculated by multiplying the measured raw-impedances and the
correction values together. Then, absorption coefficients were obtained from the EA-
impedances. The pu-sensors’ stabilities were examined by comparing the deviations
of absorption coefficients in relation with the difference of humidity levels between the
EA-method measurement and the calibration.
Three limitations of measurement conditions are considered in this study:
Firstly, the humidity ranged from 35-60%, secondly, the maximum temperature differ-
ence between calibration and EA-measurement was recorded to be 1.8 oC and thirdly,
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the maximum difference of atmospheric pressure was recorded to be 0.7 kPa. This
research yielded a number of key findings: 1) A comparison of standard deviations on
absorption coefficients generated increasing value as the humidity difference between
calibration and measurement increased (∆φ = 0-25%) means measurements performed
under the same humidity conditions (∆φ = 0%) produced more stable absorption co-
efficients. 2) The stability of pu-sensor in relation to humidity and time parameters
shows that the time parameter has less significant effect to the stability of sensor. 3)
As measurement results having fair agreements and taking account of the practical
measurement, the applicability aspect of this study could be expected and applied to
in-situ measurement conditions. A number of possible future studies using the similar
experiment could be useful such as assess the effects of humidity on pu-sensor through
other measurement methods and other type of pressure-velocity sensors.
Keywords: Sound absorption measurement, Ensemble-averaging method,
Pressure-velocity sensor, Relative humidity.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
1.1. Background of Study
Comfortability needs in environmental architecture industries require profound
understanding of materials behavior, most importantly the acoustical character-
istics. Material with suitable noise absorbability are commonly selected for ar-
chitectural environment applications. To identify the acoustical characteristics of
various architectural materials whether in raw or installed, continual experiments
with reliable measurement devices are absolutely necessary. An understanding of
acoustical characteristics of materials provides more options for users to have bet-
ter noise prevention system intended for specific purposes, whether in buildings,
houses, vehicles or other applications.
The necessity of material sound absorption measurement then is not only
limited inside an anechoic room or reverberation rooms, but also includes mea-
surements in a free and open areas. The main obstacles to free area measurements
are the necessity of sound source to produce enough sound intensity, determina-
tion of consistent sound pressure and particle velocity. For this purpose, arrange-
1
2ment of closely distanced two identical phase of traditional microphones, known
as p-p method may serve the needs of sound intensity. Here, the particle veloc-
ity is calculated from the signal differences and sound pressure averages of both
pressure microphones. However, the constructed probes using the p-p method
still too fragile and measurements set up for low frequency ranges is separated to
the high frequencies [1].
The new sensors introduced by Microflown overcomes the drawback of the
previous method through a compact sensors consist of sound pressure and particle
velocity probes. The small pressure-velocity probes, widely known as pu-sensor ;
capable on measuring the impedance, intensity and energy of sound, directly in a
free open environment. This advance comes from the probe sensitivity on kinetic
energy of sound wave while normal microphone is only sensitive to pressure, the
potential energy of sound wave [2].
In earlier periods of pu-sensor establishment, in-comprehensive references
for sensor calibration method made the problem of direct measurement in free
field with pressure velocity sensors were yet exist. Where for such purpose, ide-
ally the measurements are taken within frequencies ranging from low to high.
An earlier method of calibration succeeded in accommodating measurements in
high frequencies, applied by a set of spherical loudspeaker and microphones to
measure the material characteristics by its acoustic impedance responses [3]. By
this method, a reference microphone which is previously calibrated, measures
the sound pressure, while particle velocity is acquired from calculation of the
known impedance and the existing sound pressure. However, this method failed
to provide sufficient results within lower frequencies [4].
With extensive bandwidth of sensor from 0.1 Hz - 20 kHz, resistance
to high pressure and intensity index environment, has made pu-sensor widely
applied in acoustical industry. The small and compact construction of the sen-
3sors made it possible for various methods modification, including measurement
in anonymously noise environment. The directional responses and unmovable
parts within relatively small probes understates the self-noise occurrences and
frequency ripples, while able to identify the sound phase [5, 6]. By then, analy-
sis of a math model or a boundary element method (BEM) approaches become
simpler for investigation, especially for normal incidence and random incidence
cases [7, 8].
The sensor working principle essentially on two heated wires, separated
parallelly by a distance of 350 mm, therefore determines the low temperature
and humidity sensitiveness [9, 10]. Following many years of efforts to combine
sound pressure and particle velocities in a united packages, the superiority of
pu-sensors, still has insufficient reports on sensor stability for application and
calibration. Hence, further extensive experiments are necessary to examine the
sensor consistency and adaptation through variation of calibration, in-situ appli-
cation, diverse environmental conditions and other factors that might effect the
sensor sensitivity.
This thesis is part of sequel experiments to analyze many possible aspects
of measurement with the pu-sensor, especifically through application of ensem-
ble average method (EA-method). The method itself was confirmed for direct
measurement of material impedance by the pu-sensor, both for in-situ and in a
reverberation room. In the earlier experiments, pu-sensor is calibrated prior to
utilization based on manufacturer recommendations regardless of the time when
the measurement will take place, or regardless of the existing environmental con-
ditions (temperature, pressure and humidity). However, the current experiments
which were repeated revealed result inconsistencies phenomenon of the pu-sensor
in some cases of measurement. Analyzes and discussions in this thesis is ex-
pected to partly compensate for the limited references of calibration, application
and pu-sensor sensitivity in this matter.
41.2. Objectives
The objectives of the study are as follows:
1. To develop the accuracy and reliability in measuring absorption character-
istics by means of pu-sensor in reverberation room and in in-situ.
2. To examine the influence of relative humidity on the stability of pu-sensor
through measurements which is consist of calibrations and EA-method mea-
surements.
3. To examine the humidity effects on sensor stability by using parameter of
measurement time when the measurements were conducted.
4. To investigate the general applicability of the point 2 in in-situ condition.
1.3. Significant of the Study
Environmental conditions are one of the factors that determine the result of a
sound measurement such as temperature and humidity. It is known that each
place has its environmental characteristics and could change in a relatively short
time so with relative humidity. To date, pu-sensor has been used widely in the
field of acoustic and at various places in the world. However, so far, although
extensive research has been carried out by using pu-sensor, no previous study
have been conducted which adequately covers the humidity in as much detail as
one of the variables in the measurement, so that the data can be said to be local.
Therefore, it can be inferred that humidity has an effect to the sensor sensitivity
and therefore it is important to examining scientifically to yield more accurate
results.
51.4. Limitation of the Study
Our findings in this thesis are subject to at least 4 (four) limitations, as follows:
1. To condition the relative humidity in an environmental measurement is
not very easy especially for the measurement of in-situ, so in this study,
the investigation is limited to the relative humidity from 35%-60%. If the
measurements are taken beyond this, the more results can be obtained.
2. This study only examines the maximum difference of temperature between
calibration and EA-measurement 1.8 oC.
3. These results apply only to the maximum difference of atmospheric pressure
0.7 kPa.
4. To investigate the main issue in this study, the measurement used a conve-
nience sample, i.e. Glass wool with 50 mm thickness, and
5. The measurement was only examined within a measurement time of 390
days.
1.5. Outline of the Thesis
The overall structure of the study consist of six chapters, including this introduc-
tory chapter which mainly deals with background of study, purpose of this study
as well as its significant and limitation.
Chapter 2 begins by laying out the theoretical description of the research.
This chapter briefly describes the mechanism of the sensor in relation to humidity
and the measurement methods that used in this study, e.g. calibration method
by using an impedance tube and the ensemble-averaged measurement method
6(EA-measurement). The general setting of sensor calibration and EA-method
measurement also given here.
In Chapter 3, the effect of relative humidities on pu-sensor are investi-
gated and discussed. To examine humidity influence on stability of pu-sensors, the
author applied calibration and the ensemble averaged surface normal impedance
method (EA-Method) under controlled relative humidity (ϕ=35-60%) in a rever-
beration room. Discussion on correction values and absorption characteristics as
the result of measurements are presented, and are followed by an examination of
the influences of humidity on measurement results in the same humidity condi-
tion (4ϕ=0%) and for six group of humidity differences (4ϕ > 0%). The results
are analyzed by means of a simple standard deviation technique. Repeatability
of the results are also demonstrated in this section. Additionally, in the last part,
we calculate the influence of environmental factors statistically by using partial
correlation tests.
In Chapter 4, humidity effect on stability of pressure-velocity sensor by
considering time-parameter are investigated. The purpose of this chapter is to
examine the influence of time differences on measurements while conducted at
different relative humidity. Examination by involving time parameter is applied
to four measurement sets over periods of 390 days. Here, the humidity difference
between calibration and measurement among measurement sets were combined.
Results show a similar tendency to the previous study that the deviation of ab-
sorption coefficient increase along with the increasing of humidity difference. This
study assumes that time parameter has less significant effect to the stability of
the sensor.
In Chapter 5, a trial in-situ measurement of absorption characteristics
regarding the effect of humidity on the stability of pressure-velocity sensor is
presented. A series of preliminary measurements has been carried out in three
7other environments of architectural spaces (a corridor, an hall, and a classroom)
to expand the relevant applicability of in-situ measurement using pu-sensor out-
side laboratory rooms. Additionally, a trial finite element computation using
measured impedance is presented partially. However, the data measurement
/ impedance used in the examination is not the same value of the previous
impedance, but through a separate measurement. A signal processing proce-
dure with low-pass filtering as well as Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) is
conducted onto the measured impedance values to obtain results in more efficient
formats for usage in various numerical simulations.
Finally, concluding remarks of the overall research project in this thesis
are presented in Chapter 6. It then provides recommendation for the project
improvement as well as suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2.
Theoretical Descriptions
2.1. Preface
This chapter reviews and discusses the literature concerning the mechanism of
the sensor, the calibration of sensor and the ensemble averaged surface normal
impedance method. The basic technique to calibrate the sensor and to measure
the surface normal impedance using a pu-sensor which also described.
2.2. Quantitative Model of Sensor Sensitivity
At first, it is necessary to explain briefly the measurement mechanism of the
particle velocity sensor (microflown) [10]. Figure 2.1 depicts the cross section
of a Microflown which consists of two very closely (350 m m ) spaced wires of
silicon nitride with a platinum electrode pattern on top of them. A sound wave
propagates in the micro-channel etched out in the substrate.
The platinum pattern acts as both a temperature sensor and a heater.
The wires can be regarded as electrical resistors and they are heated to an op-
9
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Figure 2.1.: Cross section of microflown and the coordinate system.
erational temperature at about 200 ~ 400 oC by an electrical current dissipating
an electrical power Pe.
The resistances of the resistors increase linearly with the temperature of
themselves, and the temperatures deviate because of the heat convection around
the resistors. In case a sound arises a particle velocity, the temperature of up-
stream sensor drops more than that of downstream. Then, by measuring the
resistances’ deviations electrically, the particle velocity shall be evaluated.
The sensor sensitivity of a microflown is defined by the relative differential
resistance and is expressed as
4R
R
= α4T, (2.1)
where, R, 4R, α, and 4T respectively denote electrical resistance, electrical re-
sistance difference, temperature coefficient of the sensing resistors, and the tem-
perature difference of the resistors [11]. According to the quantitative model
presented by Svetovoy and Winter [9], 4T can be written into
11
4T = v0 Pe
Dk
A
(
ω
ω0
,
a
lz
,
2lz
ly
,
L
lz
)
cos (ωt+ ϕ) . (2.2)
In this equation, A and ϕ denote amplitude and phase respectively the detailed
equation which are explain in [9]; and v0 is the particle velocity in the place where
the sound wave with an angular frequency ω gets into the micro-channel which
is defined by
v0 =
δp
ρ (Tr) c
. (2.3)
In the Eq. 2.3, dp, r(Tr), and c are the sound pressure, air density at room
temperature Tr, and the speed of sound, respectively. Here, temperature of the
substrate is also assumed to be Tr and it is used as the boundary condition to
solve the heat equation. The detail of the solution is given in the literature [9].
As for the other parameters in Eq. 2.2, k denotes thermal conductivity
of air; and a, ly, lz and L are the distances between the wires, the averaged
channel width, half of the channel height and half of the wire width which are
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. D and ω0 respectively denote thermal diffusion coefficients
and frequency scale defined by the following equations with gas heat conductivity
capacity at constant pressure, cp.
D = k
ρ (Tr) cp
, (2.4)
ω0 =
D
l2z
. (2.5)
In the calculation process of Svetovoy and Winter, D ≈ 1.9×10−5 m2/s
12
and r (Tr) c ≈ 448 kg/m2 were set on a simple assumption of Tr ≈ 20oC. Then,
with the Eq. 2.1, particle velocity can be calculated if DR is obtained through a
measurement.
2.3. Examination of Humidity Influence on Sensor Sensitivity
by Moist Air Theory
The quantitative model of a microflown summarized above showed that the sensor
sensitivity is in proportion to DT which can be simplified into
4R
R
∝ 4T ∝ v0Pek2 .
In the former studies on or using microflown (e.g. [9–11]), thermal con-
ductivity of air k was assumed to be independent of humidity. Generally speaking,
however, humidity differs every now and then according to the weather at the
place where the measurement is undergoing. Then, let us briefly examine the
influence of humidity on k using the approximated equations from the moist air
theory [12]. The thermal conductivity of dry air kd and that of water vapor kv
are respectively given by
kd ≈ 0.023807 + 7.1128 × 10−5 × T, (2.6)
kv ≈ 0.015606 + 7.1128 × 10−5 × T. (2.7)
Then, the thermal conductivity of moist air ka is approximated by
13
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Figure 2.2.: Thermal conductivity of moist air ka in respect to temperature T
and relative humidity ϕ.
ka ≈ kd
[
1−
(
1.17−1.02 × kv
kd
)
× ϕ100
]
, (2.8)
here, ϕ denotes relative humidity of moist air, and the relations between ka and
T with respect to ϕ are plotted in Fig. 2.2. In ϕ = 0 case, a linear relation is
obviously found between ka and T .
On the other hand, the more humidity ϕ is, the more ka of the humidity
case differs from that of ϕ = 0 case. Note that some amount of difference can be
observed even at the room temperature T = Tr = 20 oC. Detailed data of the
ratio of humidity and thermal conductivity is presented in Appendix I.
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Although the influence of the difference to the sensor sensitivity has not
been discussed in former studies, it can be safe to say that humidity has an ef-
fect to the sensor sensitivity, and so it is worth examining scientifically, because
humidity of air differs every now and then in general measurements. In partic-
ular, in countries where the climate is moist, humidity issue might be of great
importance in precise measurements as well as in in-situ measurements using the
microflown.
Although only thermal conductivity is examined here, humidity influence
on the other parameters like ρ(Tr) or c might be invoked. That is, quantitative
modeling of microflown in moist air would require very complicated techniques.
Therefore, the authors decided to conduct experimental examinations.
2.4. Calibration
Calibration is one of the most important issues in (microflown) acoustics. In
fact, it determines the quality of the measurement. The goal of calibration is to
find out how much the output voltage is of a microflown or microphone when a
certain acoustic signal is applied. In other words, it has to be determined what
the amplitude response is or the frequency dependent sensitivity is [3, 4, 13].
Various methods to calibrate the microflown are available nowadays. de
Bree in the microflown E-Book [13] described some calibration methods for the
pu-sensor such as near field calibration, standing wave tube calibration and very
near field calibration. Generally, there are two standard methods of sensor cali-
bration, i.e. the piston in a sphere calibration method and short standing wave
tube method. A piston in a sphere calibration method used the known sound
field in front of a loudspeaker in a spherical housing. The usable bandwidth is
80 Hz-20 kHz. If the reference pressure microphone is put inside the sphere, the
15
Figure 2.3.: Schematic diagram of pu-sensor calibration in an impedance tube
Microflown can be calibrated in a 20Hz-200Hz bandwidth. Therefore, this cal-
ibrator covers the entire frequency range in two steps. There are two types of
standing wave tube calibration techniques, a long tube technique where the probe
is positioned more than one quarter wavelength away from the end of the tube.
And a short tube technique where the probe is positioned closer than one quarter
wavelength to the end of the tube. The short standing wave tube method is an
improvement over the long standing wave tube method that is not used anymore.
The sound field just before the end of the tube is used to perform calibrations.
The method is usable in a 20 Hz-3.5 kHz bandwidth [13]. Based on the purpose
considerations and simplicity of application, the standing wave tube calibration
method is selected in this study.
2.4.1. Calibration Method in Impedance Tube
Generally, a sensor requires prior calibration. For EA-method measurements as
explained in Sec. 2.5, author applied the calibration described below. The author
used the following method with an impedance tube to calibrate pu-sensors. As
shown in Fig. 2.3, the tube has length L; its end is terminated with a hard wall.
Hereinafter, the time factor exp (iωt) is omitted, i is the imaginary num-
ber
√−1 , and ω is the angular frequency. Then, both the measured sound
16
pressure Pm (X) and the measured particle velocity Um (X) are measured by
using the pu-sensor located at point X .
To calculate the true transfer function Hup−t (ω) between the particle
velocity and sound pressure, a correction value, CH, is defined as follows:
Hup−t (ω) = Hup−m (ω)  CH (2.9)
CH =
ρc  cos [k (L−X)]
i  sin [k (L−X)] 
um (X)
pm (X)
(2.10)
Therein, Hup−t (ω) denotes a measured transfer function using the pu-
sensor, k signifies the wave number, ρ represents air density, and c stands for the
speed of sound. Theoretically, CH is independent of X .
2.4.2. Setting of Calibration
To conduct practical calibrations, as shown in Fig. 2.3, the pu-sensor was cali-
brated by application of a square impedance tube with 70 cm long, L, and 10 cm
× 10 cm inner dimensions. The pu-sensor positioned at point X = 68 cm. Pink
noise was emitted from a loudspeaker at the opening edge of a tube (x=0). The
resolution of two-channel FFT unit (SA-78; Rion Co. Ltd.) was set to 1.25 Hz
by length of Hanning window 0.8 s. Linear averaging of N=150 in the frequency
domain was performed in 90 seconds because of the time overlap.
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2.5. Ensemble Averaged Surface Normal Impedance Method
2.5.1. EA-method and Corresponding Absorption Coefficient
Direct calculation of impedance by a sensor application on the material surface
while detecting diffused ambient noise was confirmed by means of a math-physical
model, boundary element method (BEM) and experiments [8]. It was a further
development of the basic concept of two-microphones measurement introduced
by Takahashi, et al [14]
Practical application of material measurement is graphically shown in
Fig. 2.5. A small gap, d between sensor and material surface is unavoidable,
where the theoretical approximation were detailly discussed in the other report [7].
As a results, the validation to the average ensemble impedance 〈Zn〉 obtained
by the random incidence noise from adequate incoherent sound sources then be
expressed as :
〈Zn〉 = 〈p〉〈un〉 (2.11)
where p and un denote the sound pressure and particle velocity with
respect to the normal direction at the material surface, and where 〈•〉 denotes
ensemble averaging at random incidence. In accordance, the previously corrected
transfer function, Hup−t (ω) in Eq. 2.9 is also considered as :
Hup (ω) =
〈p (ω)〉
〈un (ω)〉 (2.12)
Here, both 〈p (ω)〉 and 〈un (ω)〉 were derived from Fourier transformation.
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The combination of Eq. 2.11 and Eq. 2.12 as many as N times averaging, yields
the ensemble average impedance, which is expressed as :
〈Zn〉 = 1
N
N∑
Hup(ω). (2.13)
Series result of fast-fourier-transformation during measurements by FFT
analyzer then be utilized for the calculation of impedance average value 〈Zn〉 from
random incident.
Direct interpretation of impedance values is relatively complicated in
terms of material measurement, whereas the absorption coefficient, α simply
determines the material characteristic. Adaptation of measurement by two-
microphones directed by Takahashi [14] was applied for the ensemble average
measurement purpose, expressed as:
〈α〉 = 1−
∣∣∣∣∣〈Zn〉 − ρc〈Zn〉+ ρc
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2.14)
Where ρ and c are air density and sound velocity. Utilization of the
ensemble average impedance, 〈Zn〉 then rationally determined the “corresponding
absorption coefficient”, 〈α〉 .
2.5.2. Setting of EA-method Measurement
Figure 2.4 depicts a schematic diagram of EA-method measurement setup with
pu-sensor utilization [8, 15–17]. The pu-sensor is positioned at the center of 0.9
m × 0.9 m sample material. Distance, d, is 1 cm above the material surface.
Glass wool (GW50) with 32 kg/m3 density and 50 mm in thickness is used as
the measured material. The same settings of two-channel FFT in Sec. 2.4.2 were
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Figure 2.4.: Schematic diagram of EA-method measurement set up
Figure 2.5.: Measurement condition with a pu-sensor
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applied.
As mentioned in our previous papers [8, 15–17], to produce the inci-
dence condition close to random incidence, six loudspeakers (FE-103; Fostex Co.)
mounted in small boxes that radiate incoherent pink noise were placed in a rever-
beration room. The pink noise was filtered to focus on the frequencies of 100–1200
Hz. A sub-woofer (SX-DW77; Victor, Ltd.) was also installed to increase the low
frequency energy, roughly below 200 Hz.
2.6. Summary
The techniques discussed above are used to calibrate the pu-sensor and to measure
materials which are utilized in this study. Here, before using the pu-sensor for
subsequent measurement, the sensor should be calibrated carefully and attention
should be given to the surrounding of environment such as temperature, atmo-
spheric pressure and humidity. The role of sensor calibration will be discussed in
the next chapter.
Chapter 3.
The Effect of Humidity on the Stability of
Pressure-Velocity Sensor in Reverberation Room
3.1. Preface
In this chapter, the effect of relative humidities on pu-sensor are investigated.
Author applied calibration and the ensemble averaged surface normal impedance
method (EA-Method) under controlled relative humidity (ϕ=35-60%) in a re-
verberation room to examine humidity influence on stability of pu-sensors. Ex-
periments revealed that calibration results (i.e. correction values) changed as
humidity levels varied. A comparison of standard deviations on absorption coeffi-
cients generated increasing values as the humidity difference between calibration
and measurement increased (4ϕ=0-25%). Repeatability was demonstrated by
using two identical pu-sensors in four set measurements. Furthermore, a partial
correlation test demonstrated the dominance of humidity over other environmen-
tal factors influencing sensor sensitivity. Part of the result in this chapter had
presented in [18].
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3.2. Background
Various methods have been proposed for measuring sound absorption character-
istics of materials especially for buildings [8, 14–17, 19–24]. Some recent studies
have used pressure velocity probes (pu-sensors) [8, 15, 16, 21–23, 25]. Using these
sensors, the authors proposed another method (EA-method) to measure the sur-
face normal impedance of a material by application of an ensemble averaging
technique [8, 15–17].
In one application of pu-sensors, Jacobsen et al. conducted sound absorp-
tion and intensity measurements, and then reported some uncertainties related
to sensor calibration methods [3] recommended in the manufacturer’s instruction
manual [13]. Furthermore, Basten and de Bree presented a procedure to conduct
calibration of the pu-sensor in a wide range [4].
In previous papers [8, 15–17], the authors conducted a series of EA-
method measurements by applying the manufacturer’s recommendations to the
calibration method. To ensure accuracy, the stability of the transfer function on
sound pressure and particle velocity resulting from the calibration process were
monitored. We encountered another point of uncertainty attributable to the in-
stability of the monitored transfer function, and thus we inferred that sensor
instability might be influenced by humidity surrounding the pu-sensor.
Svetovoy et al [9] and Honschoten et al [10] discussed in their paper about
microflown (µ-flown) sensor stability and mechanism on temperature changes
using a geometric analytical model. The µ-flown is the particle velocity sensor
that is used in a pu-sensor. The design principle of the µ-flown sensor is simply
the heat difference sensed by two parallel wires. The heat difference depends on
thermal conductivity and so it might be affected by humidity. However, Svetovoy
et al and Honschoten et al assumed the thermal conductivity to be constant and
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did not examine the influence of humidity on the model.
The pu-sensor manufacturer detected the influence of ambient temper-
ature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity to pu-sensor sensitivity. The figures
presented by de Bree [13] show the influence of atmospheric pressure affected
within high frequency ranges above 1500 Hz with less than 0.05 dB. The ambient
temperature affected the frequency range above 750 Hz by less than 1 dB. In
contrast, the humidity influence affected all frequency ranges by 3.5 dB [13].
Therefore, in light of this matter, we will examine the relative humidity
influence on pu-sensor stability through measurements consisting of calibrations
and EA-method measurements. Furthermore, the focus of the study is on explain-
ing the importance of considering the humidity factors related to the pu-sensor
stability in order to produce more reliable results of absorption coefficients. The
result will be useful not only for EA-method measurement but also for various
methods of architectural acoustics measurement.
3.3. Measurement Conditions
EA-Measurements and sensors calibration were conducted in a reverberation
room of 168 m3 with non-parallel reinforced concrete walls, located in the base-
ment of Oita University Information Center. In the room, we also conducted
measurements using EA-method. A plan view of the reverberation room is shown
in Fig. 3.1.
The same outline of calibration in impedance tube described in Sec. 2.4.2
were used. In this study, two sets of pu-sensors, pu-1 and pu-2 (PT0905-32
and PT0404-05; Microflown Technologies), were calibrated using the procedure
described in Sec. 2.4.1 to compare the results. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the
conditions of the both sensor’s calibration. An examination of humidity effects
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on each of pu-sensor calibration was conditioned in six relative humidity,ϕ, levels
of 35%–60% with 5% step.
Temperature and relative humidity are controlled and measured using a
thermo-hygrometer (AD-5640A; A&D Co. Ltd.). The room located at the base-
ment of a building and air temperature as well as humidity inside are considerably
stable during the measurements.
 5.32 m 
  3.96 m 
Figure 3.1.: Plan view of the reverberation room with material location.
 
Figure 3.2.: Condition of sensor calibration in impedance tube using pu-1
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Figure 3.3.: Condition of sensor calibration in impedance tube using pu-2
Here, each calibration and the EA-method measurement of the pu-sensor
are referred to as a pair. Each pair is taken at the same humidity level (difference
of humidity, (4ϕ=0%). Because time durations of both measurements (the cal-
ibration and the EA-method measurements) were 90 seconds each, we predicted
that the environmental conditions might not change significantly. To maintain
humidity condition at (4ϕ=0%), the measurement using the EA-method was
conducted immediately after the pu-sensor calibrated.
The level of relative humidity is conditioned to increase gradually by 5%
intervals, starting from humidity 35–60%, and resulting in six pairs of calibration
and EA-method measurement at the same level of humidity. Complete pairs of
calibration and EA-measurement on six levels of humidity comprise one set, and
due to the amount of time needed to control and maintain room humidity, one
set measurement usually took 1–2 days. Each set of measurements was taken by
using two identical pu-sensors in turn. These sensors were labeled as pu-1 and
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pu-2 (PT0905-32 and PT0404-05; Microflown Technologies). To demonstrate
repeatability, four sets of measurements were conducted over of a period of 390
days from November 2010 to December 2011. Set 1 was conducted in November
2010; set 2 in October 2011; set 3 and 4 in December 2011. The measurement set
and the conditions of the measurement are attached in Appendix II table 6.3.
The relative humidity inside the room was controlled using a humidi-
fier (KA-N35; Toshiba Corp.) and dehumidifier (MJ-180EX; Mitsubishi Electric
Corp.), respectively, to increase and decrease humidity. To obtain uniform rel-
ative humidity inside the room, a conditioning fan (YKS-451; Yamazen) was
applied before each sensor calibration at each humidity level.
In addition to humidity, ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure
were also recorded during the measurement. The ambient temperature and rel-
ative humidity were measured by means of a temperature and humidity meter
(DT-321S; CEM Corp.) with the precision of ±0.5oC and ±2% respectively.
The atmospheric pressure was also measured using a barometer attached to a
piston-phone (NC-72; Rion Co. Ltd.). During the period of 90 seconds while the
measurements were being taken, the temperature and humidity meter as well as
the barometer were positioned at a distance of 1 m from the pu-sensor. The uni-
formity of humidity was confirmed within a range ±1% during the measurements
at each humidity level by visual observation. The temperature ranges while mea-
surements were being taken on each set were as follows: Set 1 is from 19.6−20.7oC;
set 2 is 22.4 − 24.3oC; set 3 is 19.6 − 20.4oC; and set 4 is 19.6 − 20.3oC. The
changes of atmospheric pressure on each set measurement are slight where the
maximum difference is 0.7 kPa.
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3.4. Results and Discussions
3.4.1. Relation between humidity and correction values on sensors
calibration
In all four sets of measurements, similar procedures of calibration and measure-
ment using the EA-method were applied to both pu-1 and pu-2 sensors, and the
results of calculated CH demonstrated comparable trends. Therefore, in view of
this, only one of the sets was used (set 4) to illustrate the similar phenomena of
the other measurement sets. The completeCH data attached in Appendix III.
The influence of relative humidity on the results of pu-sensor calibration
in six relative humidity levels, ϕ, of 35–60% by 5% humidity intervals was ex-
amined. To give the tendency clearer for visual observations, the real parts and
imaginary parts are illustrated hereafter instead of amplitude and phase.
Figure 3.4 portrays frequency characteristics of the correction value, CH,
of pu-1 at six relative humidity levels of 35%–60%. In the figure, the six relative
humidity levels are shown as parameters. The frequency characteristics of real
parts for the six correction values show a sequential order from ϕ = 35% to ϕ =
55% at frequencies of 100 Hz–1200 Hz. At ϕ = 60%, CH is obtained between ϕ
= 45% and ϕ = 50%. The imaginary part of CH at ϕ = 55% and ϕ = 60% above
frequency 650 Hz tend to agree each other. Similarly, CH of ϕ = 35%, ϕ = 40%,
ϕ = 45%, and ϕ = 60% from frequencies of 200–300 Hz agree as well as ϕ = 50%
and ϕ = 55%. The imaginary part of CH then spreads and forms a sequential
order from ϕ = 35% to ϕ = 60%.
Figure 3.4 (b) shows frequency characteristics of the correction value,
CH, of pu-2 at different relative humidity from ϕ = 35% to ϕ = 60%. The real
part of CH at 35% and 40% agree each other well across the frequency region.
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Figure 3.4.: Correction value, CH, at different relative humidity from ∆ϕ = 35%
to ∆ϕ = 60%: (a) pu-1 and (b) pu-2.
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Nevertheless, a sequential order of CH from ϕ = 35% to ϕ = 60% occurred here.
All CH of the imaginary part agree within the frequency range of 200–300 Hz,
then tend to spread and form a sequential order of ϕ = 40% to ϕ = 60% from
300 Hz to the upper frequencies. However, especially for ϕ = 35% and ϕ = 40%
as well as ϕ = 50% and ϕ = 55% agree in the frequency range of 200–1200 Hz.
In Figs. 3.4 (a) and 3.4 (b), we can observe gradual changes of CH
according to the humidity both for pu-1 and pu-2. It might not be clear whether
the change is exactly in the sequential order of humidity, but the change represents
a kind of humidity effect onto the result of pu-sensor in a simple application. In
the following sections, the influence of CH on measurement results using EA-
method will be discussed.
3.4.2. Relation between humidity and absorption characteristics measured
in the same humidity (∆ϕ = 0%)
This section provides the comparison of normalized impedances, 〈Zn/ρc〉, and
absorption coefficients, 〈α〉, measured by using the EA-method for a combi-
nation of the same relative humidity, both in calibrations and measurements
(i.e. ∆ϕ = 0%). ∆ϕ is the group of certain relative humidity difference. The
impedance value 〈Zn〉 was calculated from the transfer function Hup_t obtained
using Hup_m, which were measured at certain relative humidity then multiplied
by the correction value CH obtained at calibration on certain relative humidity.
A comparison of 〈Zn〉 or 〈α〉 on the pair combinations were made as follows: first,
the moving averages of 〈Zn〉 and 〈α〉 are calculated with 50 Hz steps. The author
designates such values as Z ′cm and α′cm. Secondly, the impedance and absorption
coefficient over combinations are calculated in arithmetic means, then denote as
Z¯ ′∆ϕ and α¯′∆ϕ, respectively. Among six pairs combinations of calibration and
measurement with the same relative humidity (Table 3.1: ∆ϕ = 0%, only the
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Table 3.1.: Group and combination of relative humidities between calibration (c)
and measurement (m)
[Group]
Differences of relative
humidity , ∆ϕ
[Combination]
Calibration (c) and Measurement (m)
0% c35m35, c40m40, c45m45, c50m50, c55m55, c60m60
5% c35m40, c40m45, c45m50, c50m55, c55m60, c40m35,c45m40, c50m45, c55m50, c60m55
10% c35m45, c40m50, c45m55, c50m60, c45m35, c50m40,c55m45, c60m50
15% c35m50, c40m55, c45m60, c50m35, c55m40, c60m45
20% c35m55, c40m60, c55m35, c60m40
25% c35m60, c60m35
value of the maximum, the minimum and the arithmetic means of impedances
Z ′cm and absorption coefficients α′cm are illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5 (a) shows frequency the characteristics of impedances obtained
by pu-1 and pu-2. In the figure, some discrepancies are observed among the
value of the maximum, the minimum and the arithmetic mean within six pairs
of impedance Z ′cm especially in the low-frequency range below about 250 Hz. In
spite of this, overall agreement within the combinations is good in both real and
imaginary parts of the impedances.
Next, Fig. 3.5 (b) shows frequency characteristics of the corresponding
absorption coefficients obtained by pu-1 and pu-2. Throughout the frequency
range except at 125 Hz, the small width between the maximum and minimum
values at a frequency show that the absorption coefficients at a frequency agree
well each other within the combinations of ∆ϕ = 0%. Similar agreements can be
observed both for pu-1 and pu-2.
The general agreements among impedances and among absorption co-
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Figure 3.5.: Maximum, minimum, and arithmetic mean value of absorption char-
acteristics of GW50 within the group of ∆ϕ = 0%; (pu-1 and pu-2)
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efficients measured by using pu-1 and pu-2 are resulted mainly from the same
measurement conditions, where each calibration and EA-method measurement
of the pu-sensor was taken at the same humidity level (difference of humidity,
∆ϕ = 0%). Under this condition, the calibration results CH are considered ac-
curate enough to produce consistent measurement results of impedance and its
corresponding absorption coefficients. A similar tendency of the above results
also occurred in the other measurement sets. An examination of other ∆ϕ, is
discussed in the next section.
3.4.3. Examination of six groups of humidity difference (∆ϕ ≥ 0%)
An extensive examination was conducted to clarify the influence of humidity
on pu-sensor sensitivity. The examinations were applied through calculation on
combination of pairs from humidity difference, ∆ϕ, 5%-25%.
The pairs discussed in this section were obtained from all possible com-
binations on each humidity difference, ∆ϕ, using previous CH and impedance
values which were measured under humidity conditions from 35% to 60% given
in Sec. 3.4.2. As shown in Table 3.1, there are 36 combinations of pairs in total,
including the pairs measured at the same humidity (∆ϕ = 0%).
3.4.3.1. Standard deviation of absorption coefficients
To examine the absorption coefficients measured of six ∆ϕ, comparisons of stan-
dard deviation, SD, were made among the absorption coefficients. The standard
deviation is calculated as
SD∆ϕ (f) =
√√√√ 1
N∆ϕ
N∆ϕ∑
cm
(
α′cm,∆ϕ (f)− α¯′∆ϕ (f)
)2
(3.1)
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where N∆ϕ denotes the number of pair of combinations within the group of ∆ϕ.
Figure 3.6 (a) and 3.6 (b) illustrate the frequency characteristics of
SD∆ϕ (f) obtained by pu-1 and pu-2 respectively. In Fig. 3.6 (a), SD∆ϕ (f) s
are apparently deviated sequentially from the lowest ∆ϕ=0% to ∆ϕ=25% in the
frequency region above 275 Hz. As an exception, for frequency below 275 Hz,
the SD∆ϕ (f) is distributed randomly. Meanwhile, for pu-2 in Fig. 3.6 (b), se-
quence tendencies also occurred, except SD∆ϕ (f)s for ∆ϕ=25% and 20% which
was almost identical.
Here, the sequential increasing of SD∆ϕ (f)s from ∆ϕ=0%-25%, show
evidence that the difference of humidity between the measurement of calibra-
tion and the EA-measurement leads to the dispersion of the resulting absorption
coefficients. In this case, the SD∆ϕ (f)s of ∆ϕ=0% has the smallest deviation
compared to other ∆ϕ, meaning that calibration and EA-method measurement
under humidity ∆ϕ=0% yields the most stable result.
Further analysis of SD∆ϕ (f) is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 to explain the
results of all sets. In the figure, SD∆ϕ (f) is averaged over frequencies of 125–1175
Hz and denoted as SD∆ϕ. The figure shows eight SD∆ϕ values with respect to the
difference of relative humidity, ∆ϕ from 0%-25%. The eight SD∆ϕ values consist
of four sets of measurement, where each set of measurement obtained by using
pu-1 and pu-2.
In spite of the sensors, SD∆ϕ increases with increasing ∆ϕ occurred from
0%-25%, and the tendency repeatedly occurred within a long period of time. As
a reference, if the ∆ϕ is less than 10%, SD∆ϕ less than 0.05 can be expected in
frequency region above 250 Hz. In this study, there were three limitations of the
measurement conditions: Firstly, the humidity ranged from 35-60%, secondly,
the maximum difference of temperature was 1.8oC and thirdly, the maximum
difference of atmospheric pressure was 0.7 kPa.
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Figure 3.6.: Comparisons of standard deviations (∆ϕ=0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%):
(a) pu-1 and (b) pu-2.
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Figure 3.7.: Average of standard deviation, SD∆ϕ, with respect to the difference
of relative humidity, ∆ϕ, from 0%-25% obtained by pu-1 and pu-2.
Table 3.3.: Partial Correlation
∆ϕ ∆p ∆t
pu-1 0.955 0.521 -0.069
pu-2 0.959 0.160 -0.461
3.4.4. Statistical analysis of environmental factors influences
The ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure are two other environmental
factors that possibly influence sensor sensitivity during the process of application.
Therefore, as additional information, the influence of respective environmental
factors on the sensor sensitivity was calculated by means of the partial correlation
test.
The partial correlation results between the SD∆ϕ of the absorption coeffi-
cient and the SD of the temperature ∆t, atmospheric pressure ∆p, and humidity
∆ϕ, are shown in Table 3.3.
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Both calculated results of pu-1 and pu-2 showed coefficient number >0.95,
which account for the significant correlation of ∆ϕ on the sensor stability. Up
to this stage, ∆ϕ has the most significant influence on SD∆ϕ among other envi-
ronmental factors. It should be noted that the investigation of these factors are
limited within the range mentioned in Sec. 3.4.3.1.
3.5. Summary
The author examined the stability of pu-sensor measurement through the changes
of relative humidity, ranged from 35%–60% in a reverberation room. Here, the
change in humidity influences the CH value. Comparisons of standard deviation
results on absorption coefficients for six groups of different relative humidity from
0%-25% indicate that humidity exerts a significant influence on the sensors, where
the deviation values increase as the humidity difference increases and this ten-
dency occurred within a long period. Hence, measurements performed under the
same humidity condition will produce more stable absorption coefficients. For
practical use, limitation of deviation might be required for specific measurement
and ∆ϕ is necessary to be considered. Partial correlation test on environmental
factors that may affect the sensors stability confirmed that there is considerable
influence of humidity on the deviation values of absorption coefficients. Finally,
the present study concludes that humidity plays a non-negligible role in the sta-
bility of pu-sensors at some applications.
Chapter 4.
Examination of Humidity Effect on the Stability of
Pressure-Velocity Sensor by Using Time-Parameter
4.1. Preface
In the previous chapter, the influence of relative humidity on the stability of the
pu-sensor through measurement result analysis was presented. In this case, the
measurement comprises a set of calibration and EA-method measurement. Exam-
inations were obtained through comparisons of standard deviations of absorption
characteristics value measured by two sensors (pu-1 and pu-2). The both pu-1
and pu-2 sensors had demonstrated comparable trends in every ∆ϕ throughout
four measurement sets, where higher ∆ϕ comes with bigger deviation.
In this chapter, humidity effects on the stability of pressure-velocity sen-
sor by considering time-parameter are investigated. Here, to simplify this report,
only the result of pu-2 was presented. The measurement setting and the mea-
surement data (i.e. correction value, CH, sound pressure, 〈p〉, and the particle
velocity, 〈un〉values) which were calculated to obtain impedances and absorption
coefficients are the same as in the previous chapter (ch. 3). The purpose of this
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chapter is to examine the relation of humidity and time parameters when ab-
sorption characteristics of material are also measured by the ensemble averaging
method (EA-method).
4.2. Measurement Sets, Combinations and Procedures
Sections 3.3 has described the measurement sets and the time when the measure-
ment were made (set 1, conducted in December 2010; set 2, in October 2011; set
3 and 4 in December 2011). To examine whether the measurement results are
affected by the time of measurement, the first step is to identify combinations of
pair, cm, of the six humidity difference, ∆ϕ, from 0%-25% within each set. As
described earlier in Sec. 3.3, One set measurement consists of a complete pairs of
calibration and EA-measurement on six levels of humidity difference (Table 3.1).
Each calibration (c) and the EA-method measurement (m) of the pu-sensor are
referred as a pair. The next step is to identify all possible combinations of pairs
(calibration and EA-measurement) among 4 (four) sets. Later, the combinations
of pairs were classified based on the same ∆ϕ, for the whole sets (set 1 to set
4). The next procedure is to calculate the absorption coefficients of the classified
pairs to be applied into the standard deviations of absorption coefficients by using
Eq. 4.1 :
SD∆ϕ (f) =
√√√√√ 1
N∆ϕ
N∆ϕ∑
CM
(
α′CM,∆ϕ (f)− α¯′∆ϕ (f)
)2
(4.1)
Here, CM denotes every possible pair combination of calibrations and
measurements within the same ∆ϕ from the whole 4 (four) measurement sets,
as seen in 4.2. N∆ϕ is the number of pair combinations within the group of the
same humidity difference, ∆ϕ , of the whole combined sets.
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Table 4.1.: Number of analyzed data
∆ϕ [%] Number of data
0% 96
5% 160
10% 128
15% 96
20% 64
25% 32
Total 576
The total combination and analyzed data are 576. The number of data
within the same ∆ϕ from the whole sets and its corresponding analyzed data
are shown in Table 4.1. Moreover, the complete list of pair combinations can be
found in Appendix III.
4.3. Results and Discussion
Figure 4.1 shows a comparison of the standard deviation of absorption coefficients
among measurement sets within humidity difference, ∆ϕ=0%. In the figure, each
bar represents the average of absorption coefficients obtained by a combination
of pairs, CM, within ∆ϕ=0%, where in this case it consists of 6 (six) data.
Data of absorption coefficients obtained by combination pairs of the same set
measurement in this figure had calculated in the previous chapter. To ease the
process of examination the data are also shown here.
Corresponding to the above explanation, the following figures (Figs. 4.2,
4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 ) also show the results of averaged absorption coefficients
with ∆ϕ=5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%, respectively. Each bar shown in Figs.
4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 consists of 10, 8, 6, 4 and 2 data combinations of CM,
respectively.
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Figure 4.1.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=0%.
Next, to show the tendency in visually, calculation results are then pre-
sented by the group of ∆ϕ in relation to the four groups of time simulation.
The total pair combinations of 576 data based on time and pair combinations as
simplified in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2.: Time and Pair combinations
ΣtCM
−∑ pair combinations
tCM1 c set 1 (m set 1; m set 2; m set 3; m set 4)
tCM2 c set 2 (m set 1; m set 2; m set 3; m set 4)
tCM3 c set 3 (m set 1; m set 2; m set 3; m set 4)
tCM4 c set 4 (m set 1; m set 2; m set 3; m set 4)
Figure 4.7, shows the average standard deviations of absorption coeffi-
cients (SD∆ϕ) in relation to humidity difference (∆ϕ) and combinations times.
Each bar represents the average of pair combination of each ∆ϕ (Σ¯) while ΣtCM
is four group of measurement time of combination as shown in 4.2. The SD∆ϕ
clearly shows an increasing tendency as the ∆ϕ increased, repeatedly in all ΣtCM.
As found in each ΣtCM, although the combination pairs for each ∆ϕ were the com-
bination among four independent measurement sets, the result reveal a similar
tendency to the result obtained by the combination pairs of a single measurement
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Figure 4.2.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=5%.
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Figure 4.3.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=10%.
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Figure 4.4.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=15%.
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Figure 4.5.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=20%.
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Figure 4.6.: Standard deviation of combination pairs within ∆ϕ=25%.
set, where deviations of measurement results were proportional to the increasing
∆ϕ (Fig. 3.7 vs 4.7).
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Figure 4.7.: Standard deviation of absorption coefficients with respect to the time
parameter and humidity difference.
Further, comparison of mean value of SD∆ϕ between the measurement
result performed within the same measurement set, and the measurement result
performed by different measurement sets (combination among four measurement
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Figure 4.8.: Mean value of SD with respect to difference of relative humidity, ∆ϕ.
set) is presented. This figure also confirms that there is no significant differ-
ence between them. Thus, it can be inferred that the time parameter does not
significantly affect the measurement results.
4.4. Summary
In this chapter, an examination on the deviation of absorption coefficients, re-
sulted from measurements by using pu-sensor and time differences consideration
was conducted. As stated in the previous chapter, an investigation of humidity
and other environmental factors (temperature and pressure atmospheric) were
also applied by means of statistical approach. The results of experiments show
that among environmental factors affecting the pu-sensor, humidity is still the
most dominant factor to the deviation of the measurement result by EA-method
application. The present study confirms the previous findings and provides addi-
tional evidence of the humidity influences on the pu-sensor. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to conduct sensor calibrations and measurements within similar humidity
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levels whenever measurements of absorption coefficients by using a pu-sensor is
applied.
Chapter 5.
Application of Ensemble Averaged Surface Normal
Impedance Measurement Method in In-situ
5.1. Preface
In the previous chapter the auther has described the effect of humidity on the
stability of pressure-velocity sensors in reverberation room. To investigate the
general applicability of the previous results, in this chapter, a trial in-situ mea-
surement of absorption characteristics in relation with the effect of humidity on
the stability of pressure-velocity sensor is presented. A series of preliminary mea-
surements was carried out in three other environments of architectural spaces (a
corridor, an hall, and a classroom) to expand the relevant applicability of in-situ
measurement using pu-sensor outside laboratory rooms.
In addition, a trial finite element computation using measured impedance
are presented partially. It should be noted that the data measurement / impedance
used in the examination is not the value of the previous impedance, but through
a separate measurement. The measurements were conducted in a classroom. Six
building components such as a ceiling, a floor, a wall, a blackboard, a window
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and a door were measured by EA-method. The components were classified into
three types of material characteristics, i.e. porous absorptive, reflective, and
plate vibration. To obtain results in more efficient formats for the usage in var-
ious numerical simulations, a signal processing procedure with low-pass filtering
as well as Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) is conducted onto the measured
impedance values. Furthermore, a trial of finite element sound field analysis
is conducted to compare the resulting impulse responses of the room with the
measured responses.
5.2. A Trial In-situ Measurement of Absorption
Characteristics.
5.2.1. Measurement conditions
The measurement were conducted in a corridor, an entrance-hall and a classroom.
Plan views of furniture layouts and material locations in the field measurements
are shown in Figs 5.1 (a), 5.2 (a), and 5.3 (a). Figures 5.1 (b), 5.2 (b), and 5.3
(b) show the conditions of field measurements in the corridor, the entrance-hall
and the classroom respectively.
Before performing an impedance measurement of the material in-situ by
using pu-sensor, the first thing to do is to calibrate the sensor. Calibration of the
sensor is made on site close to the material to be measured. The purpose is to en-
sure that environmental conditions (i.e. humidity, temperature and atmospheric
pressure) are similar in the calibration process and in measuring impedance ma-
terial. The general condition of the measurement setting of in-situ described here
is shown Fig. 5.4.
For practical calibrations, similar to the procedure as described in Ch.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Plan view of corridor with furniture layout and material location.
(b) Condition of the corridor used for measurement.
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Figure 5.2.: (a) Plan view of entrance-hall with furniture layout and material
location. (b) Condition of the entrance-hall used for measurement.
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Plan view of classroom with furniture layout and material loca-
tion. (b) Condition of the classroom used for measurement.
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Figure 5.4.: Condition of the measurement setting in-situ; sensor was calibrated
near the material.
3 were conducted. The pu-sensor was calibrated by the application of a square
impedance tube with 70 cm long, L, and 10 cm× 10 cm inner dimensions. The pu-
sensor positioned at point X = 68 cm. Pink noise was emitted from a loudspeaker
at the opening edge of a tube (x=0). The resolution of two-channel FFT unit
(SA-78; Rion Co. Ltd.) was set to 1.25 Hz by length of Hanning window 0.8 s.
Linear averaging of N=150 in the frequency domain was performed in 90 seconds
because of the time overlap.
For the measurement of impedance material, a similar to the procedure
which was obtained in reverberation room was also applied in these three rooms.
The pu-sensor is positioned at the center of 0.9 m × 0.9 m sample material.
Distance of the pu-sensor , d, is 1 cm above the material surface. Glass wool
(GW50) with 32 kg/m3 density and 50 mm in thickness is used as the measured
material. Six portable speaker of personal computer (PC) with incoherent pink
noises are employed and manual-moved randomly by three people to realize the
random noise conditions due to insufficient noises in environmental conditions.
The level of humidity while the measurements were being taken were
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from 51% to 56%. Because the calibration and measurement of material were
performed close in time and close in place then it is assumed that all the mea-
surement is within the range of ∆ϕ=0%, similarly, with the previous measurement
performed in reverberation room.
5.2.2. Results of impedance measurement
To examine the applicability of the measurement results, absorption character-
istics of Glass wool 50 mm measured in classroom, entrance, and corridor are
compared to previous result of absorption characteristics of Glass wool 50 mm
measured in reverberation room. The process of absorption characteristics cal-
culations performed here are similar to those made in Sec. 3.4.2, where the
impedance and absorption coefficients were averaged with 50 Hz steps.
Figure 5.5, illustrates the frequency characteristics of the absorption
characteristics of GW50 measured in three in-situ sound fields and reverbera-
tion room by using pu-1. The impedances and absorption coefficients of GW50
measured in in-situ (corridor, classroom, and entrance-hall) show good agree-
ment from above frequency 375 Hz. However, discrepancies were visible in lower
frequency region. Imaginary parts of impedance measured in reverberation room
by using pu-1 shows good agreement to the in-situ results above frequency 350
Hz, whereas, real part of the impedance show slightly higher than in-situ results.
The corresponding absorption coefficient appeared slightly higher than the ab-
sorption coefficients measured in-situ within frequency 400-800 Hz, meanwhile in
frequency above 800 Hz a good agreement are yielded.
Comparable results of impedance and absorption coefficients measured
by using pu-2 are illustrated in Fig. 5.6 The real part and imaginary parts of
impedances measured in three in-situ places show good agreements above fre-
quency 300 Hz. A good agreement of the absorption coefficients measured in-situ
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Figure 5.5.: Comparisons of absorption characteristics measured in three in-situ
sound fields and reverberation room by using pu-1 (a) Impedance;
(b) Absorption coefficients.
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Figure 5.6.: Comparisons of absorption characteristics measured in three in-situ
sound fields and reverberation room by using pu-2 (a) Impedance;
(b) Absorption coefficients.
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above frequency 400 Hz are also observed, except for the absorption coefficient
measured in hall slightly higher than others within frequency 400-750 Hz.
Based on the measurement results shown above, the same basic tendency
can be observed for all the measurement conducted in in-situ places and in rever-
beration room. Generally, all measurement results can be considered as having
fair agreements. The slight discrepancies could have occured due to the result of
sound reflections coming from the surrounding of the specimen and the dissim-
ilarity of measurement setting of sound sources where the fix loud speaker are
employed in reverberation room. Taking into account the practical measurement,
the author considers that the results to be applicable.
5.3. A Trial Finite Element Computation Using Measured
Impedance
Nowadays, there are various kinds of in-situ approaches in measuring surface nor-
mal impedance and absorption coefficient [26, 27]. Takahashi et al [14] proposed
one for obtaining the surface normal impedances and absorption coefficients of
porous materials i.e. glass wool and rock wool using two-microphone technique
located close to the material without specific sound source. Meanwhile, in a pre-
vious paper [8], the authors presented the concept of “ensemble averaged” surface
normal impedance and have shown the results by using both numerical simulation
and measurement.
This paper is an extension of those previous researches and the authors
present a method to measure the surface normal impedance of materials by using
pu-sensor. The method is an improvement of the above mentioned method using
two microphone technique. The measured impedance of material by using the
method is expected able to be used in absorption modeling for numerical analysis
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of in-situ condition. However, measured value of impedance is usually accompa-
nied with unnecessary peaks and dips. Hence, numerical signal processing by both
Butterworth filtering and Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) are performed to
eliminate them. Then, obtained impedances are fed into our finite element sound
field analysis of the room to confirm the resulting impulse responses of the room
with the measured responses.
5.3.1. Measurement conditions
The measurements were conducted in a classroom with 7.09 m x 6.10 m x 3.02 m
in dimension, at Department of Architecture and Mechatronics in Oita University.
The measurement method using the pu-sensor was applied to six main building
components inside the room to measure absorption characteristics such as surface
normal impedance, and absorption coefficient. The six main building components
are the floor, walls, the ceiling, windows, sliding door, and the blackboard as
illustrated in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8.
Materials of each main components are listed in Table 5.1. Three cate-
gories of material absorption characteristics were tentatively identified based on
the preliminary measurements. They are porous-absorptive type, reflective type
and plate vibration type.
For the porous-absorptive and reflective materials, the measuring points
where the pu-sensor is set are placed at three different points. For other materials,
such as plate vibration-type (G_WD, M_DR, W_BB), the points were placed
at their centers. However, the windowpane consists of three parts, we measured
at the center of them, namely G_WDp1, G_WDp2, and G_WDp3. All the
material sizes and symbols in detail are illustrated in the Table 5.1.
The distance from the material surface to the pu-sensor is 10 mm. Res-
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Figure 5.7.: Measurement setting of the materials in the classroom
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Ceiling (R_CL) Wall (P_WL) 
Blackboard (W_BB) Glass Window (G_WD) 
Floor (V_FL) Door (M_DR) 
Figure 5.8.: Photo of measured materials in classroom
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Table 5.1.: Materials classification
Type
Building
Material Dim
(
m2
)
Symbol
Component
Porous-absorptive Ceiling 1, 2, 3 Rock wool board 7.0 x 6.0 R_CL1, 2, 3
Plate-vibration
Window 1, 3
Glass plate
1.4 x 1.6 G_WD1, 3
Window 2 0.8 x 1.6 G_WD2
Sliding door 1
Sandwich panel
3.0 x 2.2 M_DR1
Sliding door 2 2.0 x 2.2 M_DR2
Sliding door 3 2.0 x 2.2 M_DR3
Black board 1 Wood 4.0 x 1.5 W_BB1, 2 , 3
Reflective
Floor 1, 2, 3 Vinyl tile 7.0 x 6.0 V_FL1, 2, 3
Wall 1, 2, 3 Plaster board 6.1 x 3.0 P_WL1, 2 , 3
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olution of two channel FFT (RION SA-78) is set to 5.0 Hz and Hanning window
with the 0.2 time length is employed to measure the transfer function. Linear
averaging in the frequency domain is performed N=300 times. The 10 cm single-
cone speaker in a box was used and manually moved with the aid of four fixed
loudspeakers to radiate incoherent pink noises. The pink noises are filtered to
eliminate unnecessary frequency component. A sub woofer is also added to in-
crease low frequency energy, especially below 300 Hz. Prior to the measurement
with the pu-sensor, the calibration using an acoustic tube was conducted which
restricts the measurable frequency range from 100 Hz to 1500 Hz.
5.3.2. Results of impedance measurement
Figure 5.9 shows comparison of absorption characteristics of porous-absorptive
material (R_CL) obtained at different three points, p1, p2, and p3, on the ceiling.
In the figure, similar tendencies of the absorption characteristics are apparent in
the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1500 Hz. Although the absorption coefficient
at p2 is higher than others by about 0.1, the agreement of them are relatively fair
considering that all the measurements were conducted in-situ. Real parts and
imaginary parts of the impedances agree well each other for all points, p1~p3,
from frequency range from 350 Hz to 1500 Hz.
The absorption characteristics of reflective type (V_FL) at three receiv-
ing points are plotted in Fig. 5.10. The outline of the imaginary parts of the
impedances of V_FL show discrepancies to some extent, while the real parts of
the impedances show good agreements among the points. Absorption coefficient
of V_FL at point 2 (p2) decreases at the frequency above 1200 Hz but the out-
lines of absorption coefficients of V_FL at point 1 (p1) and point 3 (p3) have
similar as and similar tendencies in the frequency range from 200 Hz to 1500 Hz.
Similar characteristics are also found in the result of another reflective building
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Figure 5.9.: Absorption characteristic of ceiling, (a) Impedances and (b) Absorp-
tion coefficients
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component i.e. wall material (P_WL). Previous studies [28] pointed out that
surface impedance measurement of a reflective material is more difficult than ab-
sorptive ones. However, it is should be noted that the ensemble averaging could
give considerably good results.
Figure 5.11 shows the comparison of reflection coefficients of G_WD ob-
tained at three points. The sizes of the window panes of G_WD are different
from each other. The result outlines fall on similar frequency characteristics with
several peaks and dips. Since the frequencies where the peaks and dips occur
might differ in accordance with the plate size, the behaviors of the frequency
characteristics in the near field reflect the plate’s vibration. Similar absorption
characteristics with peaks and dips were found for both the door and the black-
board. Provided that our method can reflect the characteristics of plate vibration
properly, further discussions concerning on the effect of plate-modes on the ab-
sorption characteristics are necessary.
5.3.3. Smoothing and regression of the absorption characteristics
5.3.3.1. Low-pass filtering with Butterworth filter
Generally, there are fluctuations in raw impedance data obtained by a measure-
ment using FFT (fast-Fourier-transform). To eliminate such unnecessary fre-
quency components in the raw signal, filtering process by using Butterworth
filter is applied onto the complex reflection coefficient, | rp |, which is processed
from the measured impedance. The butterworth filter itself can be defined by
the following equation:
B(f) = 1√
1 +
(
f
fc
)2n , (5.1)
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Figure 5.10.: Absorption characteristic of floor, (a) Impedances and (b) Absorp-
tion coefficients
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Figure 5.11.: Reflection coefficients of window, (a) Impedances and (b) Absorp-
tion coefficients
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where f is frequency, fc is cut off frequency and n is filter order Then,
inverse FFT is applied into the result of reflection coefficient. comparison of | rp |
s for each types of material and their phases among different combination of fc =
5, 10, 50, and 100 with n = 3 are plotted in Figs. 5.12 and 5.14. Figures 5.13 and
6 (c) show the processed absorption coefficients’ comparison. At this time, fc =
10 and n = 5 cases are tentatively chosen because of their adequate outline as a
represent of the absorption characteristics of each material types in the measured
room.
5.3.3.2. Polynomial regression model with AIC
To produce regressed multi-polynomial equation of impedance, we applied Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC) onto the low pass filtered result obtained above. The
AIC is defined as :
AIC(m) = Ns
(
log 2pi + 1 + log σ2
)
+ 2 (m+ 2σ) (5.2)
Here, Ns is number of samples, m is order number and σ is maximum
possibility estimation.
Order number, m, of AIC is shown in Fig. 5.16 (a) calculated from Eq.
5.2 and we calculated the | rp |, Zn , α, from the regressed model with the order
number m. In this figure order number m illustrates higher than 20 which reflects
the zigzag shapes of the reflection coefficient curves in the measurement. Regard-
ing this point, however, the frequency characteristics of absorption/reflection of
the material would not change so drastically according to the frequency. The re-
gression curves could be smooter with less number of m. We choose the minimum
AIC under the condition of m < 10 as optimal mopt and distinguish it from the
above mentioned minimum number mmin. Regressed curves obtained with mopt
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Figure 5.12.: Comparison of | rp | s and phases among different combination of
fc and n of ceiling.
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Figure 5.13.: Comparison of αs among different combination of fc and n of ceiling.
and with mmin are compared to the measured data. Figure 5.16 (b), 5.17 (a) and
5.17 (b) shows the result of AIC which is applied onto the reflection coefficients
of R_CL. The low pass-filtering is proceed in advance.
5.3.4. Finite element computation using constructed impedance data
The constructed impedances by filtering and smoothing with AIC are given into
our finite element sound field analysis to compare the computed impulse responses
with the measured ones. In advance, we measured the impulse responses in the
classroom using TSP method with a dodecahedron speaker. The room condition
was set with no desks and chairs, and all doors and windows were closed. Sam-
pling frequency is set to 44,100 and impulse response length time is 2.97 seconds.
For the time domain finite element method (TDFEM) [29], filtered impulse is
used as the sound source. In this simulation, 6 receiving point were set up. One-
third Octave band-pass filtered impulse responses centered at 125 Hz, 250 Hz and
500 Hz are measured/computed to each other.
Figure 5.18 shows impulse responses computed by using minimum model
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Figure 5.14.: Comparison of | rp | s, phases, and αs among different combination
of fc and n of floor
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Figure 5.15.: Comparison of αs among different combination of fc and n of floor
and optimum model for 125 Hz. In the figure, there is no significant discrepan-
cies especially in the early time stage. Figure 5.19 shows comparisons between
measured and computed frequency responses centered at 125 Hz, 250 Hz and 500
Hz respectively. In the figure, fundamental agreements can be found between the
results of analysis and of measurements regardless about frequency. Taking ac-
count of the practical complicated situations in both measurement and analysis,
the authors consider that they are expectable enough.
5.4. Summary
The examination of applicability of ensemble averaged surface normal impedance
measurement method measured in-situ has been done. The comparison results
of the absorption characteristics measured in the three in-situ places (corridors,
classroom, and reverberation room) and in reverberation room give a fair general
agreement. Therefore, the applicability aspect of this study could be expected
and applied to in-situ measurement conditions.
Additionally, the trial application of finite element method using ensem-
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ble averaged surface normal impedance measured by in-situ measurement tech-
nique is presented partially. Although the comparison between measured and
computed impulse responses showed good agreement in the early time stage, the
agreement become worse as time goes by. To develop the reliability of the method
and procedures, further investigation is being undertaken both on measurement
and computation.
Chapter 6.
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1. Conclusions
This thesis has provided an account of the relative humidity influence on pu-
sensor stability through the measurement method of absorption coefficients by
using ensemble averaging.
The study was undertaken to develop the accuracy and reliability in
measuring absorption characteristics by means of pu-sensor and evaluate the in-
fluence of relative humidity on stability of pu-sensor through measurements which
is consist of calibrations and EA-method measurements. In this research, the au-
tor also study assess the humidity effect on sensor stability by using parameter
of measurement time when the measurements were conducted. In order to de-
termine whether the measurement results conducted in reverberation room are
applicable to other environmental conditions, the trial in-situ measurement were
performed.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study :
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1. Comparisons of standard deviations results on absorption coefficients for
six groups of different relative humidity from 4ϕ = 0%-25% indicate that
humidity exerts a significant influence on pu-sensors, where SD values in-
crease as humidity differences increases. Measurements performed under
the same humidity conditions (4ϕ= 0%) yielded more stable absorption
coefficients.
2. The examination involving a time parameter shows a gives similar ten-
dency as to the previous study where the deviation of absorption coefficient
increased along with the increasing of humidity difference. This study as-
sumes that time parameter has less significant effect on to the stability of
sensor.
3. The same basic tendency can be observed for all the measurement conducted
in in-situ places and in reverberation room. In general, all measurement
results can be considered as yielding fairly good agreements and take into
account the practical measurement, the applicability aspect of this study
could be expected and applied to in-situ measurement conditions.
The results of this study indicate that humidity plays a negligible role in the
stability of pu-sensors. Taken together, these results suggest that to produce
more reliable results of absorption coefficients of material by means of pu-sensor
a smaller humidity difference ,4ϕ, between calibration and EA-method measure-
ment is preferable.
These findings can enhance our understanding of the role of humidity in
pu-sensor stability and noteworthy contributions to sound measurement. One of
the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that avoiding the hu-
midity difference between calibration of the pu-sensor and measuring the material
can lead to more stable results, especially when the measurement is performed in
in-situ, where humidity could differ every now.
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Finally, several limitations to this study need to be acknowledged. Firstly,
the conditioned relative humidity range from 35%-60%, secondly, the maximum
difference of temperature was 1.8 oC, and thirdly, the maximum difference of at-
mospheric pressure was 0.7 kPa. To investigate the main issue in this study, the
measurement used a convenience sample, i.e Glass wool with 50 mm in thickness
and this study has only examined the measurement data within measurement
time 390 days.
6.2. Recommendations
More information about influence factors (environmental conditions such as hu-
midity, temperature) to sensor stability would help us to establish a greater de-
gree of accuracy on this matter. The finding of this study provide the following
insights for futher research:
1. It would be interesting to assess the effects of humidity on pu-sensor through
other measurement methods.
2. Further investigation and experimentation into other types of pressure-
velocity sensors is recommended.
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Table 6.1.: Ratio of humidity
T (oC) 
 φ Ratio 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
0 0 0.0004 0.0007 0.0011 0.0015 0.0019 0.0022 0.0026 0.003 0.0034 0.0037 
10 0 0.0007 0.0015 0.0022 0.003 0.0037 0.0045 0.0053 0.006 0.0068 0.0075 
20 0 0.0014 0.0029 0.0043 0.0057 0.0072 0.0086 0.0101 0.0116 0.013 0.0145 
30 0 0.0026 0.0052 0.0078 0.0105 0.0132 0.0159 0.0186 0.0213 0.0241 0.0269 
40 0 0.0045 0.0091 0.0137 0.0185 0.0232 0.0281 0.033 0.0381 0.0431 0.0483 
50 0 0.0076 0.0154 0.0233 0.0315 0.0399 0.0485 0.0573 0.0664 0.0757 0.0853 
60 0 0.0124 0.0252 0.0386 0.0526 0.0671 0.0823 0.0982 0.1148 0.1322 0.1505 
70 0 0.0196 0.0404 0.0626 0.0864 0.1118 0.1392 0.1687 0.2006 0.2351 0.2727 
80 0 0.0302 0.0635 0.1003 0.1414 0.1874 0.2393 0.2983 0.366 0.4444 0.5364 
90 0 0.0457 0.0986 0.1607 0.2344 0.3235 0.4332 0.5718 0.7523 0.9971 1.348 
100 0 0.068 0.1526 0.2608 0.4043 0.6035 0.8985 1.3807 2.3106 4.853 40.526 
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Table 6.2.: Thermal conductivity table
T (oC) 
Thermal Conductivity (ka) 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
0 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0242 0.0241 0.0241 
10 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.0249 0.0249 0.0249 0.0249 0.0249 0.0249 
20 0.0258 0.0258 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0257 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 
30 0.0266 0.0265 0.0265 0.0265 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0263 0.0263 0.0263 0.0262 
40 0.0273 0.0273 0.0272 0.0271 0.0271 0.027 0.027 0.0269 0.0268 0.0268 0.0267 
50 0.0281 0.028 0.0279 0.0278 0.0277 0.0276 0.0275 0.0274 0.0272 0.0271 0.027 
60 0.0288 0.0287 0.0285 0.0283 0.0281 0.028 0.0278 0.0276 0.0274 0.0272 0.027 
70 0.0296 0.0293 0.029 0.0288 0.0285 0.0282 0.0279 0.0276 0.0273 0.027 0.0267 
80 0.0303 0.0299 0.0295 0.029 0.0286 0.0281 0.0277 0.0273 0.0268 0.0264 0.026 
90 0.031 0.0304 0.0298 0.0291 0.0285 0.0278 0.0272 0.0266 0.0261 0.0256 0.0252 
100 0.0317 0.0308 0.0299 0.029 0.0281 0.0273 0.0266 0.026 0.0255 0.0251 0.0248 
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Table 6.3.: The measurement set of the condition of calibration and EA-method.
1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Calibration and EA-method measurement condition ( set-1) 
Humidity 
 
Calibration (c) Measurement (m) 
Temp (oC) Date Temp (oC) Date 
pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 
35% 20.4 20.3 11/12/10 11/12/10 20.6 20.7 11/12/10 11/12/10 
40% 20.3 20.3 11/12/10 11/12/10 20.3 20.3 11/12/10 11/12/10 
45% 20.2 20.2 11/11/10 11/11/10 20.3 20.3 11/11/10 11/11/10 
50% 20.0 20.0 11/11/10 11/11/10 20.0 20.3 11/11/10 11/11/10 
55% 20.0 20.0 11/11/10 11/11/10 20.2 20.0 11/11/10 11/11/10 
60% 19.7 19.7 11/11/10 11/11/10 19.6 19.6 11/11/10 11/11/10 
Calibration and EA-method measurement condition (set-2) 
Humidity 
 
Calibration (c) Measurement (m) 
Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date 
pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 
35% 23.8 23.7 101.1 101.1 10/25/11 10/25/11 24.3 24.2 101.2 101.2 10/25/11 10/25/11 
40% 23.8 23.0 101.1 101.1 10/30/11 10/30/11 22.6 22.7 101.1 101.1 10/30/11 10/30/11 
45% 22.9 22.8 101.2 101.2 10/30/11 10/30/11 22.4 22.7 101.2 101.2 10/30/11 10/30/11 
50% 22.5 22.6 101.2 101.3 10/30/11 10/30/11 22.6 22.6 101.2 101.3 10/30/11 10/30/11 
55% 22.5 22.5 101.5 101.5 10/30/11 10/30/11 22.4 22.6 101.5 101.5 10/30/11 10/30/11 
60% 22.5 22.5 101.4 101.4 10/30/11 10/30/11 22.6 22.5 101.4 101.4 10/30/11 10/30/11 
Calibration and EA-method measurement condition (set-3) 
Humidity 
 
Calibration (c) Measurement (m) 
Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date 
pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 
35% 20.1 20.0 101.3 101.3 12/1/11 12/1/11 20.2 20.4 101.3 101.3 12/1/11 12/1/11 
40% 20.0 20.1 101.0 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 20.2 20.1 101.1 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 
45% 19.9 19.8 101.0 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 20.0 20.0 101.1 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 
50% 19.6 19.5 101.0 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 19.9 19.8 101.1 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 
55% 19.9 19.6 101.0 101.0 12/2/11 12/2/11 20.1 20.0 101.1 101.1 12/2/11 12/2/11 
60% 19.9 19.6 100.6 100.6 12/2/11 12/2/11 19.8 19.9 101.6 101.6 12/2/11 12/2/11 
Calibration and EA-method measurement condition (set-4) 
Humidity 
 
Calibration (c) Measurement (m) 
Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date Temp (oC) Atm (Kpa) Date 
pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 pu-1 pu-2 
35% 19.8 19.9 102.1 102.2 12/05/11 12/05/11 20.2 20.3 102.1 102.2 12/05/11 12/05/11 
40% 20.2 20.1 102.1 102.2 12/05/11 12/05/11 19.8 19.8 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 
45% 19.9 19.6 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 19.8 19.9 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 
50% 20.0 19.6 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 20.1 20.1 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 
55% 20.0 19.8 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 20.1 20.0 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 
60% 19.9 19.9 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 20.1 20.0 102.3 102.3 12/05/11 12/05/11 
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Figure 6.1.: CH value of pu-1 and pu-2 for measurement set 1
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Figure 6.2.: CH value of pu-1 and pu-2 for measurement set 2
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Figure 6.3.: CH value of pu-1 and pu-2 for measurement set 3
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Figure 6.4.: CH value of pu-1 and pu-2 for measurement set 4
Part III.
Appendix C
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Table 6.4.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=0%
Dj 0% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m35 c 35 set1 m35 set1 c 35 set1 m35 set2 c 35 set1 m35 set3 c 35 set1 m35 set4
c40m40 c 40 set1 m40 set1 c 40 set1 m40 set2 c 40 set1 m40 set3 c 40 set1 m40 set4
c45m45 c 45 set1 m45 set1 c 45 set1 m45 set2 c 45 set1 m45 set3 c 45 set1 m45 set4
c50m50 c 50 set1 m50 set1 c 50 set1 m50 set2 c 50 set1 m50 set3 c 50 set1 m50 set4
c55m55 c 55 set1 m55 set1 c 55 set1 m55 set2 c 55 set1 m55 set3 c 55 set1 m55 set4
c60m60 c 60 set1 m60 set1 c 60 set1 m60 set2 c 60 set1 m60 set3 c 60 set1 m60 set4
Dj 0% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m35 c 35 set2 m35 set1 c 35 set2 m35 set2 c 35 set2 m35 set3 c 35 set2 m35 set4
c40m40 c 40 set2 m40 set1 c 40 set2 m40 set2 c 40 set2 m40 set3 c 40 set2 m40 set4
c45m45 c 45 set2 m45 set1 c 45 set2 m45 set2 c 45 set2 m45 set3 c 45 set2 m45 set4
c50m50 c 50 set2 m50 set1 c 50 set2 m50 set2 c 50 set2 m50 set3 c 50 set2 m50 set4
c55m55 c 55 set2 m55 set1 c 55 set2 m55 set2 c 55 set2 m55 set3 c 55 set2 m55 set4
c60m60 c 60 set2 m60 set1 c 60 set2 m60 set2 c 60 set2 m60 set3 c 60 set2 m60 set4
Dj 0% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m35 c 35 set3 m35 set1 c 35 set3 m35 set2 c 35 set3 m35 set3 c 35 set3 m35 set4
c40m40 c 40 set3 m40 set1 c 40 set3 m40 set2 c 40 set3 m40 set3 c 40 set3 m40 set4
c45m45 c 45 set3 m45 set1 c 45 set3 m45 set2 c 45 set3 m45 set3 c 45 set3 m45 set4
c50m50 c 50 set3 m50 set1 c 50 set3 m50 set2 c 50 set3 m50 set3 c 50 set3 m50 set4
c55m55 c 55 set3 m55 set1 c 55 set3 m55 set2 c 55 set3 m55 set3 c 55 set3 m55 set4
c60m60 c 60 set3 m60 set1 c 60 set3 m60 set2 c 60 set3 m60 set3 c 60 set3 m60 set4
Dj 0% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m35 c 35 set4 m35 set1 c 35 set4 m35 set2 c 35 set4 m35 set3 c 35 set4 m35 set4
c40m40 c 40 set4 m40 set1 c 40 set4 m40 set2 c 40 set4 m40 set3 c 40 set4 m40 set4
c45m45 c 45 set4 m45 set1 c 45 set4 m45 set2 c 45 set4 m45 set3 c 45 set4 m45 set4
c50m50 c 50 set4 m50 set1 c 50 set4 m50 set2 c 50 set4 m50 set3 c 50 set4 m50 set4
c55m55 c 55 set4 m55 set1 c 55 set4 m55 set2 c 55 set4 m55 set3 c 55 set4 m55 set4
c60m60 c 60 set4 m60 set1 c 60 set4 m60 set2 c 60 set4 m60 set3 c 60 set4 m60 set4
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Table 6.5.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=5%
Dj 5% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m40 c35 set1 m40 set1 c35 set1 m40 set2 c35 set1 m40 set3 c35 set1 m40 set4
c40m45 c40 set1 m45 set1 c40 set1 m45 set2 c40 set1 m45 set3 c40 set1 m45 set4
c45m50 c45 set1 m50 set1 c45 set1 m50 set2 c45 set1 m50 set3 c45 set1 m50 set4
c50m55 c50 set1 m55 set1 c50 set1 m55 set2 c50 set1 m55 set3 c50 set1 m55 set4
c55m60 c55 set1 m60 set1 c55 set1 m60 set2 c55 set1 m60 set3 c55 set1 m60 set4
c40m35 c40 set1 m35 set1 c40 set1 m35 set2 c40 set1 m35 set3 c40 set1 m35 set4
c45m40 c45 set1 m40 set1 c45 set1 m40 set2 c45 set1 m40 set3 c45 set1 m40 set4
c50m45 c50 set1 m45 set1 c50 set1 m45 set2 c50 set1 m45 set3 c50 set1 m45 set4
c55m50 c55 set1 m50 set1 c55 set1 m50 set2 c55 set1 m50 set3 c55 set1 m50 set4
c60m55 c60 set1 m55 set1 c60 set1 m55 set2 c60 set1 m55 set3 c60 set1 m55 set4
Dj 5% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m40 c35 set2 m40 set1 c35 set2 m40 set2 c35 set2 m40 set3 c35 set2 m40 set4
c40m45 c40 set2 m45 set1 c40 set2 m45 set2 c40 set2 m45 set3 c40 set2 m45 set4
c45m50 c45 set2 m50 set1 c45 set2 m50 set2 c45 set2 m50 set3 c45 set2 m50 set4
c50m55 c50 set2 m55 set1 c50 set2 m55 set2 c50 set2 m55 set3 c50 set2 m55 set4
c55m60 c55 set2 m60 set1 c55 set2 m60 set2 c55 set2 m60 set3 c55 set2 m60 set4
c40m35 c40 set2 m35 set1 c40 set2 m35 set2 c40 set2 m35 set3 c40 set2 m35 set4
c45m40 c45 set2 m40 set1 c45 set2 m40 set2 c45 set2 m40 set3 c45 set2 m40 set4
c50m45 c50 set2 m45 set1 c50 set2 m45 set2 c50 set2 m45 set3 c50 set2 m45 set4
c55m50 c55 set2 m50 set1 c55 set2 m50 set2 c55 set2 m50 set3 c55 set2 m50 set4
c60m55 c60 set2 m55 set1 c60 set2 m55 set2 c60 set2 m55 set3 c60 set2 m55 set4
Dj 5% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m40 c35 set3 m40 set1 c35 set3 m40 set2 c35 set3 m40 set3 c35 set3 m40 set4
c40m45 c40 set3 m45 set1 c40 set3 m45 set2 c40 set3 m45 set3 c40 set3 m45 set4
c45m50 c45 set3 m50 set1 c45 set3 m50 set2 c45 set3 m50 set3 c45 set3 m50 set4
c50m55 c50 set3 m55 set1 c50 set3 m55 set2 c50 set3 m55 set3 c50 set3 m55 set4
c55m60 c55 set3 m60 set1 c55 set3 m60 set2 c55 set3 m60 set3 c55 set3 m60 set4
c40m35 c40 set3 m35 set1 c40 set3 m35 set2 c40 set3 m35 set3 c40 set3 m35 set4
c45m40 c45 set3 m40 set1 c45 set3 m40 set2 c45 set3 m40 set3 c45 set3 m40 set4
c50m45 c50 set3 m45 set1 c50 set3 m45 set2 c50 set3 m45 set3 c50 set3 m45 set4
c55m50 c55 set3 m50 set1 c55 set3 m50 set2 c55 set3 m50 set3 c55 set3 m50 set4
c60m55 c60 set3 m55 set1 c60 set3 m55 set2 c60 set3 m55 set3 c60 set3 m55 set4
Dj 5% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m40 c35 set4 m40 set1 c35 set4 m40 set2 c35 set4 m40 set3 c35 set4 m40 set4
c40m45 c40 set4 m45 set1 c40 set4 m45 set2 c40 set4 m45 set3 c40 set4 m45 set4
c45m50 c45 set4 m50 set1 c45 set4 m50 set2 c45 set4 m50 set3 c45 set4 m50 set4
c50m55 c50 set4 m55 set1 c50 set4 m55 set2 c50 set4 m55 set3 c50 set4 m55 set4
c55m60 c55 set4 m60 set1 c55 set4 m60 set2 c55 set4 m60 set3 c55 set4 m60 set4
c40m35 c40 set4 m35 set1 c40 set4 m35 set2 c40 set4 m35 set3 c40 set4 m35 set4
c45m40 c45 set4 m40 set1 c45 set4 m40 set2 c45 set4 m40 set3 c45 set4 m40 set4
c50m45 c50 set4 m45 set1 c50 set4 m45 set2 c50 set4 m45 set3 c50 set4 m45 set4
c55m50 c55 set4 m50 set1 c55 set4 m50 set2 c55 set4 m50 set3 c55 set4 m50 set4
c60m55 c60 set4 m55 set1 c60 set4 m55 set2 c60 set4 m55 set3 c60 set4 m55 set4
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Table 6.6.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=10%
Dj 10% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m45 c35 set1 m45 set1 c35 set1 m45 set2 c35 set1 m45 set3 c35 set1 m45 set4
c40m50 c40 set1 m50 set1 c40 set1 m50 set2 c40 set1 m50 set3 c40 set1 m50 set4
c45m55 c45 set1 m55 set1 c45 set1 m55 set2 c45 set1 m55 set3 c45 set1 m55 set4
c50m60 c50 set1 m60 set1 c50 set1 m60 set2 c50 set1 m60 set3 c50 set1 m60 set4
c45m35 c45 set1 m35 set1 c45 set1 m35 set2 c45 set1 m35 set3 c45 set1 m35 set4
c50m40 c40 set1 m40 set1 c40 set1 m40 set2 c40 set1 m40 set3 c40 set1 m40 set4
c55m45 c55 set1 m45 set1 c55 set1 m45 set2 c55 set1 m45 set3 c55 set1 m45 set4
c60m50 c60 set1 m50 set1 c60 set1 m50 set2 c60 set1 m50 set3 c60 set1 m50 set4
Dj 10% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m45 c35 set2 m45 set1 c35 set2 m45 set2 c35 set2 m45 set3 c35 set2 m45 set4
c40m50 c40 set2 m50 set1 c40 set2 m50 set2 c40 set2 m50 set3 c40 set2 m50 set4
c45m55 c45 set2 m55 set1 c45 set2 m55 set2 c45 set2 m55 set3 c45 set2 m55 set4
c50m60 c50 set2 m60 set1 c50 set2 m60 set2 c50 set2 m60 set3 c50 set2 m60 set4
c45m35 c45 set2 m35 set1 c45 set2 m35 set2 c45 set2 m35 set3 c45 set2 m35 set4
c50m40 c40 set2 m40 set1 c40 set2 m40 set2 c40 set2 m40 set3 c40 set2 m40 set4
c55m45 c55 set2 m45 set1 c55 set2 m45 set2 c55 set2 m45 set3 c55 set2 m45 set4
c60m50 c60 set2 m50 set1 c60 set2 m50 set2 c60 set2 m50 set3 c60 set2 m50 set4
Dj 10% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m45 c35 set3 m45 set1 c35 set3 m45 set2 c35 set3 m45 set3 c35 set3 m45 set4
c40m50 c40 set3 m50 set1 c40 set3 m50 set2 c40 set3 m50 set3 c40 set3 m50 set4
c45m55 c45 set3 m55 set1 c45 set3 m55 set2 c45 set3 m55 set3 c45 set3 m55 set4
c50m60 c50 set3 m60 set1 c50 set3 m60 set2 c50 set3 m60 set3 c50 set3 m60 set4
c45m35 c45 set3 m35 set1 c45 set3 m35 set2 c45 set3 m35 set3 c45 set3 m35 set4
c50m40 c40 set3 m40 set1 c40 set3 m40 set2 c40 set3 m40 set3 c40 set3 m40 set4
c55m45 c55 set3 m45 set1 c55 set3 m45 set2 c55 set3 m45 set3 c55 set3 m45 set4
c60m50 c60 set3 m50 set1 c60 set3 m50 set2 c60 set3 m50 set3 c60 set3 m50 set4
Dj 10% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m45 c35 set4 m45 set1 c35 set4 m45 set2 c35 set4 m45 set3 c35 set4 m45 set4
c40m50 c40 set4 m50 set1 c40 set4 m50 set2 c40 set4 m50 set3 c40 set4 m50 set4
c45m55 c45 set4 m55 set1 c45 set4 m55 set2 c45 set4 m55 set3 c45 set4 m55 set4
c50m60 c50 set4 m60 set1 c50 set4 m60 set2 c50 set4 m60 set3 c50 set4 m60 set4
c45m35 c45 set4 m35 set1 c45 set4 m35 set2 c45 set4 m35 set3 c45 set4 m35 set4
c50m40 c40 set4 m40 set1 c40 set4 m40 set2 c40 set4 m40 set3 c40 set4 m40 set4
c55m45 c55 set4 m45 set1 c55 set4 m45 set2 c55 set4 m45 set3 c55 set4 m45 set4
c60m50 c60 set4 m50 set1 c60 set4 m50 set2 c60 set4 m50 set3 c60 set4 m50 set4
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Table 6.7.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=15%
Dj 15% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m50 c35 set1 m50 set1 c35 set1 m50 set2 c35 set1 m50 set3 c35 set1 m50 set4
c40m55 c40 set1 m55 set1 c40 set1 m55 set2 c40 set1 m55 set3 c40 set1 m55 set4
c45m60 c45 set1 m60 set1 c45 set1 m60 set2 c45 set1 m60 set3 c45 set1 m60 set4
c50m35 c50 set1 m35 set1 c50 set1 m35 set2 c50 set1 m35 set3 c50 set1 m35 set4
c55m40 c55 set1 m40 set1 c55 set1 m40 set2 c55 set1 m40 set3 c55 set1 m40 set4
c60m45 c60 set1 m45 set1 c60 set1 m45 set2 c60 set1 m45 set3 c60 set1 m45 set4
Dj 15% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m50 c35 set2 m50 set1 c35 set2 m50 set2 c35 set2 m50 set3 c35 set2 m50 set4
c40m55 c40 set2 m55 set1 c40 set2 m55 set2 c40 set2 m55 set3 c40 set2 m55 set4
c45m60 c45 set2 m60 set1 c45 set2 m60 set2 c45 set2 m60 set3 c45 set2 m60 set4
c50m35 c50 set2 m35 set1 c50 set2 m35 set2 c50 set2 m35 set3 c50 set2 m35 set4
c55m40 c55 set2 m40 set1 c55 set2 m40 set2 c55 set2 m40 set3 c55 set2 m40 set4
c60m45 c60 set2 m45 set1 c60 set2 m45 set2 c60 set2 m45 set3 c60 set2 m45 set4
Dj 15% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m50 c35 set3 m50 set1 c35 set3 m50 set2 c35 set3 m50 set3 c35 set3 m50 set4
c40m55 c40 set3 m55 set1 c40 set3 m55 set2 c40 set3 m55 set3 c40 set3 m55 set4
c45m60 c45 set3 m60 set1 c45 set3 m60 set2 c45 set3 m60 set3 c45 set3 m60 set4
c50m35 c50 set3 m35 set1 c50 set3 m35 set2 c50 set3 m35 set3 c50 set3 m35 set4
c55m40 c55 set3 m40 set1 c55 set3 m40 set2 c55 set3 m40 set3 c55 set3 m40 set4
c60m45 c60 set3 m45 set1 c60 set3 m45 set2 c60 set3 m45 set3 c60 set3 m45 set4
Dj 15% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m50 c35 set4 m50 set1 c35 set4 m50 set2 c35 set4 m50 set3 c35 set4 m50 set4
c40m55 c40 set4 m55 set1 c40 set4 m55 set2 c40 set4 m55 set3 c40 set4 m55 set4
c45m60 c45 set4 m60 set1 c45 set4 m60 set2 c45 set4 m60 set3 c45 set4 m60 set4
c50m35 c50 set4 m35 set1 c50 set4 m35 set2 c50 set4 m35 set3 c50 set4 m35 set4
c55m40 c55 set4 m40 set1 c55 set4 m40 set2 c55 set4 m40 set3 c55 set4 m40 set4
c60m45 c60 set4 m45 set1 c60 set4 m45 set2 c60 set4 m45 set3 c60 set4 m45 set4
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Table 6.8.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=20%
Dj 20% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m55 c35 set1 m55 set1 c35 set1 m55 set2 c35 set1 m55 set3 c35 set1 m55 set4
c40m60 c40 set1 m60 set1 c40 set1 m60 set2 c40 set1 m60 set3 c40 set1 m60 set4
c55m35 c55 set1 m35 set1 c55 set1 m35 set2 c55 set1 m35 set3 c55 set1 m35 set4
c60m40 c60 set1 m40 set1 c60 set1 m40 set2 c60 set1 m40 set3 c60 set1 m40 set4
Dj 20% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m55 c35 set2 m55 set1 c35 set2 m55 set2 c35 set2 m55 set3 c35 set2 m55 set4
c40m60 c40 set2 m60 set1 c40 set2 m60 set2 c40 set2 m60 set3 c40 set2 m60 set4
c55m35 c55 set2 m35 set1 c55 set2 m35 set2 c55 set2 m35 set3 c55 set2 m35 set4
c60m40 c60 set2 m40 set1 c60 set2 m40 set2 c60 set2 m40 set3 c60 set2 m40 set4
Dj 20% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m55 c35 set3 m55 set1 c35 set3 m55 set2 c35 set3 m55 set3 c35 set3 m55 set4
c40m60 c40 set3 m60 set1 c40 set3 m60 set2 c40 set3 m60 set3 c40 set3 m60 set4
c55m35 c55 set3 m35 set1 c55 set3 m35 set2 c55 set3 m35 set3 c55 set3 m35 set4
c60m40 c60 set3 m40 set1 c60 set3 m40 set2 c60 set3 m40 set3 c60 set3 m40 set4
Dj 20% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m55 c35 set4 m55 set1 c35 set4 m55 set2 c35 set4 m55 set3 c35 set4 m55 set4
c40m60 c40 set4 m60 set1 c40 set4 m60 set2 c40 set4 m60 set3 c40 set4 m60 set4
c55m35 c55 set4 m35 set1 c55 set4 m35 set2 c55 set4 m35 set3 c55 set4 m35 set4
c60m40 c60 set4 m40 set1 c60 set4 m40 set2 c60 set4 m40 set3 c60 set4 m40 set4
Table 6.9.: Pair combinations of measurement set for ∆ϕ=25%
Dj 25% c set1 m set1 c set1 m set2 c set1 m set3 c set1 m set4
c35m60 c35 set1 m60 set1 c35 set1 m60 set2 c35 set1 m60 set3 c35 set1 m60 set4
c60m35 c60 set1 m35 set1 c60 set1 m35 set2 c60 set1 m35 set3 c60 set1 m35 set4
Dj 25% c set2 m set1 c set2 m set2 c set2 m set3 c set2 m set4
c35m60 c35 set2 m60 set1 c35 set2 m60 set2 c35 set2 m60 set3 c35 set2 m60 set4
c60m35 c60 set2 m35 set1 c60 set2 m35 set2 c60 set2 m35 set3 c60 set2 m35 set4
Dj 25% c set3 m set1 c set3 m set2 c set3 m set3 c set3 m set4
c35m60 c35 set3 m60 set1 c35 set3 m60 set2 c35 set3 m60 set3 c35 set3 m60 set4
c60m35 c60 set3 m35 set1 c60 set3 m35 set2 c60 set3 m35 set3 c60 set3 m35 set4
Dj 25% c set4 m set1 c set4 m set2 c set4 m set3 c set4 m set4
c35m60 c35 set4 m60 set1 c35 set4 m60 set2 c35 set4 m60 set3 c35 set4 m60 set4
c60m35 c60 set4 m35 set1 c60 set4 m35 set2 c60 set4 m35 set3 c60 set4 m35 set4
